Current Release
All flights are assembled a la carte. Indicate which selections you would like to taste by placing a mark next to the “in flight” listing.
20% bottle price reduction with purchase of 12 or more bottles

Pinot Grigio

Crown Red

Bright, fresh, and citrus forward, the crisp acidity of a cooler
climate with ripe flavors of melon and lemon zest. 13% abv
$27 bottle ___ 8 glass ___ 2.5 in flight ___

Full bodied, dry, red blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet
Franc, Merlot, Petit Verdot, and Malbec using fruit grown in
the temperate Lehigh Valley. The combination of these five
Bordeaux varieties produces a wine that is medium ruby in
color, with dark berries, leather, and spice aromas. On the
palate the textures of a cooler growing region are on display,
round and intriguing, balanced with a soft acidity to ensure
easy food pairing. 14% abv
35 bottle ___ 10 glass ___ 3.5 in flight ___

Dry Riesling
Lively acidity awakens your palate to aromas and flavors of
fresh white peach, honeysuckle, and lime zest. 13% abv
$27 bottle ___ 8 glass ___ 2.5 in flight ___

Gruner Veltliner
A rising star in PA growing regions, this varietal demonstrates
the versatility of Gruner from a cooler climate. Time spent in
new oak brings roundness and structure to its naturally
lemon driven, peppery flavor profile. 13% abv
$28 bottle ___ 8.5 glass ___ 2.5 in flight ___

Riesling
A traditional balance of tart and a touch of sweetness. Juicy
and fruit forward, with notes of tropical citrus, candied lime,
and beeswax. 13% abv
$27 bottle ___ 8 glass ___ 2.5 in flight ___

Vidal Blanc
Originally developed for use in the production of Cognac and
made famous by Canadian ice wines. Offered here as a semisweet table wine. Round and fruit driven, with aromas of ripe
melon, lychee, and lemon grass. 13% abv
$26 bottle ___ 7.5 glass ___ 2.5 in flight ___

Moscato
Sweet and Peachey! Golden Muscat grown off the shore of
Lake Erie. A burst of fresh stone fruits, a tingle of soft
effervescence, and an imaginary tropical breeze. 10% abv

$24 bottle___ 7 glass___ 2.5 in flight___

Tidal Red
A thoughtful combination highlighting the bright red berry
aromas and flavors of Chambourcin and refined tannins of
the cardinal Bordeaux varieties including Cabernet Franc,
Merlot, and Petit Verdot. A touch of residual sugar balances
the fresh acidity of these cooler climate reds for a juicy palate
pleaser. 13% abv
32 bottle ___ 9 glass ___ 3 in flight ___

Amarrage Red
A plush blend of Petit Verdot, Chambourcin, Merlot, and Cab
Franc. Its deep purple hue matches its ripe berry flavors.
Sweet, rich, and indulgent. 13% abv
30 bottle ___ 8 glass ___ 3 in flight ___

Other Beverages (On-Premise Only)
Piquette – 5% abv French harvest beverage made by using
pressed red skins. Light and fresh but packed with bright red
fruit flavors. Available while its lasts. $5 glass ___
Local Beer (ask for types) $8 glass ___ 2.5 in flight___
Stateside Vodka Soda (four flavors) $8 can ___
San Pellegrino Sparkling Water $5 bottle ___

Rosé
Early harvested Chambourcin and a small portion of Petit
Verdot saignée from the Lehigh Valley. Bone dry, and fruitful
this summer water is truly something special.

San Pellegrino Momenti (ask for flavors) $2.5 can ___

$20 bottle___ 6 glass___ 2 in flight___

553 S. Guernsey Rd.
West Grove, PA 19390
acadianwinecompany.com
info@acadianwinecompany.com

Snacks
Herr’s Potato Chips
Snyder’s Pretzels
Veggie Sticks
Kind Bar
Plantain Chips
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